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— Precision medicine
— Drugs have limited efficacy [Schork 2015]
— Differences in drug responses are driven by genetic differences
— Tailor treatment to the genetics of the patient.
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Negative impact?
Should I worry about it?
— I am a member of society.
— I am funded by public money.
— If I don’t, who else will? Isn’t it other people’s job?
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The case for data sharing

— More data ⇒ better algorithms.
— Utilize data maximally.
— Make the most out of public research
funding.
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Yes to big, open data...
... but also to privacy!
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Genetic privacy: Why care about it?

— Sensitive information about you.
— Sensitive information about your family.
— Sensitive information about your identifiable population.
— Genome is the ultimate identifier.
— Genome data can be obtained surreptitiously.
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Genetic discrimination
Being treated differently because you have (or are perceived to have) a
genetic mutation that increases your risk of an inherited disorder.
— Matthewman, W. D. (1984). Genetic testing: Can your genes screen you
out of a job? Howard LJ, 27, 1185.
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— CalGINA (2012): housing, mortgage lending, employment, education and
public accommodations.
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Fear of genetic discrimination

Fear of genetic discrimination is still strong [Green, Lautenbach, and
McGuire 2015; Wauters and Van Hoyweghen 2016]
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How can we protect genomic privacy?
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Legislation protecting genetic data
The General Data Protection Regulation:
E.U. regulation adopted April 2016, will apply starting May 2018
— “prevent, inter alia, discriminatory effects on natural persons on the basis of racial or
ethnic origin, political opinion, religion or beliefs, trade union membership, genetic or
health status or sexual orientation, or that result in measures having such an effect.”
— Sensitive data includes genetic data and biometric data, “where processed to
uniquely identify an individual.”

The Network and Information Security directive:
E.U. directive adopted July 2016, will be implemented in national laws by April 2018
— Ensures security of critical IT systems, including health
— “Operators of Essential Services” will have to take appropriate security measures to
mitigate cybersecurity risks.
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How can we protect genomic privacy?
2. Technical solutions
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De-identification is not enough
— Your inclusion in the study will affect the results of the study
otherwise the study would be useless

— The results of the study will give (with high probability) new information
about you.
even if you are not included in the study
ex. male, smoker, older than 50 ⇒ higher chance of lung cancer
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De-identification is not enough
2006:
— Use genealogies built from public records to identify participants in family-based
studies [Malin 2006]

2008:
— Assessing whether a given genotype is part of a cohort summed up by allele
frequencies [Homer et al. 2008]
⇒ NIH and Wellcome Trust policy update.

2009:
— Quantitative guidelines for releasing a limited number of SNPs without compromising
privacy [Sankararaman et al. 2009]
— Use genotype frequencies to identify the phenotype associated with a given genotype
[Jacobs et al. 2009]
— [Homer et al. 2008] extended to requiring only a few hundred SNPs (instead of full
genotype) [Wang et al. 2009]
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De-identification is not enough
Since 2012:
— Predict SNPs from gene expression [Schadt, Woo, and Hao 2012]
— Predict surnames from Y-STRs and public genealogical data bases [Gymrek et al. 2013]
— Predict faces from DNA [Claes et al. 2014]
Re-identification of millions of DNA donors in databases much more “scalable” than
collecting and sequencing hair/saliva/etc...
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A heated topic
— C. Lippert et al. (2017) Identification of individuals by trait prediction using
whole-genome sequencing data. PNAS
— Y. Erlich (2017) Major flaws in “Identification of individuals by trait prediction using
whole-genome sequencing data”. BioRxiv
— C. Lippert et al. (2017) No major flaws in “Identification of individuals by trait prediction
using whole-genome sequencing data”. BioRxiv

[Lippert et al. 2017a; Erlich 2017; Lippert et al. 2017b; Reardon 2017]
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Are there alternative approaches that
provide appropriate participant privacy
while maximizing scientific impact?
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Distort the data
— k-anonymity: Censor information until it becomes impossible to
distinguish one person from (k − 1) others [Sweeney 2002]
— l-diversity: At least l “well-represented” values for each sensitive attribute
[Machanavajjhala et al. 2007]
— t-closeness: Bound by t the distance between the distribution of a
sensitive attribute within an anonymized group and its distribution within
the whole data [Li, Li, and Venkatasubramanian 2007]
Not well-suited to high-dimensional settings.
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Differential privacy
Dwork et al. 2006, Gödel Prize 2017
— “The risk to one’s privacy [. . . ] should not substantially increase as a result
of participating in a statistical database.”
— Can we guarantee that the information we release is nearly the same,
whether you’re included in the study or not?
Release

Indistinguishable
by adversary
Release
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Differentially private GWAS
— Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS): find Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with a phenotype
— D and D0 are neighbor databases: they differ by at most one sample
— ensure what you release about D is virtually indistiguishable from what you release
about D0 : for any set S
P (ψ(D) ∈ S)
≤ e
P (ψ(D0 ) ∈ S)

D
GWAS

SNPs

identical
(ɛclose)

D'
GWAS

SNPs

[Nissim et al. 2017; Johnson and Shmatikov 2013; Yu and Ji 2014; Simmons and Berger 2016]
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Additional technical solutions
— Secure multi-party computation
n participants, each knowing only di , collaborate to compute f (d1 , d2 , . . . , dn )
without revealing di to the others
E.g. Yao-based protocols [Jagadeesh et al. 2017]

— Database security
— Blockchain [Gene Blockchain 2017]
— Secure cloud computing
E.g. The Pan-Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes (PCAWG [Stein et al. 2015;
Molnár-Gábor et al. 2017])

— Restrictions on access to data
A burden for (junior) researchers.
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How can we protect genomic privacy?
3. Ethical solutions
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Privacy is dead
— Inform participants that their privacy cannot be guaranteed, and seek
consent nonetheless.
– The Personal Genome Project
[Lunshof et al. 2008; Ball et al. 2012]
– OpenSNP
– 1000 Genomes German cohort.

— Trust Not Privacy
Transparency, increased control and reciprocity
[Erlich and Narayanan 2014]

— How can you give consent
for all your relatives?
— P4 medicine:
Preventive, Predictive, Personalized
and Participatory.
Photo by A Syn CC-BY-2.0
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How far can we trust algorithms?

— Possible biases
Most cohorts are predominantly white, male, from developed countries.

— Statistics is not biology
There’s a long way to go from statistical associations to molecular mechanisms.

— Beware of genetic determinism – our DNA does not foretell our future
— Can we ever get enough data to build models that can make accurate
predictions about disease?
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